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Using the ab initio embedded DMFT (eDMFT) approach, we study the effect of long-range magnetic
ordering on the spectral properties in the binary transition metal oxides, and find that the most significant
changes appear in the momentum resolved spectral functions, which sharpen into quite well-defined bands
in the antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase. The strongest change across the transition is found at the topmost
valence band edge (VBE), which is commonly associated with the Zhang-Rice bound state. This VBE state
strengthens in the AFM phase, but only for the minority spin component, which is subject to stronger
fluctuations. A similar hybridized VBE state also appears in the DFT single-particle description of the AFM
phase, but gets much stronger and acquires a well-defined energy in the eDMFT description.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the effects of long-range magnetic or-
dering on the spectral properties of solids is important
for a wide class of materials, including but not limited to
the high Tc cuprates and other transition-metal oxides.
This has been a daunting task, as very often the mag-
netic transition is accompanied by a concurrent struc-
tural phase transition, with the latter often having a
stronger effect. One can avoid such difficulties in the bi-
nary transition-metal oxides (TMOs) such as MnO, NiO,
FeO, and CoO, where the crystal structure remains al-
most identical during the magnetic transition. However,
the quantitative description of the quasiparticle excita-
tions in either the paramagnetic (PM) or antiferromag-
netic (AFM) phase poses a theoretical challenge, since for
many of the TMOs, the conventional density-functional
theory (DFT) fails to predict the correct ground-state
properties.

TMOs are a frequent subject of interest for their tech-
nological applications1,2 as well as fundamental under-
standing, which is challenging due to simultaneously de-
scribing both localized and itinerant regimes of behav-
ior 3–9. While the Coulomb interaction is very strong,
the hybridization between the transition metal (TM) and
oxygen is comparable in these materials. Hence, the first
valence excitation does not have a simple local charac-
ter, but rather involves both the oxygen and TM. For
this reason, the TMOs with more than a half-filled 3d
shell are commonly referred to as charge-transfer insula-
tors 3. Various beyond-DFT theories, such as the GW-
quasiparticle approximation10–14, hybrid functionals15,16

or DFT+U17–19 are now available that can correctly re-
produce the photoemission and inverse photo-emission
(PES/IPES) experiments for the less correlated AFM
phase, and can differentiate between a charge-transfer
or Mott-Hubbard nature of the gap10–21. The problem
is more acute for the PM phase, where none of these
first-principles methods can properly capture the fluctu-
ating moment in time, and fail to open the correlated
charge gap, although all four TMOs remain insulators
even above the Neel temperature (TN ). The exception
is the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) in combi-

nation with DFT, where one does not need to know the
broken-symmetry configuration a-priori and can success-
fully describe both the PM and AFM phases of a corre-
lated material22–27.

The low-energy excitations are particularly interesting
in TMOs because they are not simple Hubbard band-like,
and depend specifically on the type of TM and their size
of magnetic moment4,5. The strongest temperature de-
pendence of the photoemission in insulating TMOs has
been noticed for the first valence peak, which corresponds
to transitions out of the valence band edge (VBE)28.
Theoretically, this peak is due to strong hybridization of
oxygen-p and TM 3d orbitals, and has been commonly
associated with the Zhang-Rice (ZR) singlet29. The lat-
ter was introduced for hole-doped cuprates as a bound
singlet state composed of an O-p hole and a Cu-d elec-
tron. The ZR state has been experimentally observed
in several high-Tc compounds30–35. The concept of the
ZR state was extended to other TMOs in Ref.4,5,36, but
the effect of long-range order on this state has not been
discussed.

In spite of several experimental studies of TMOs, the
effect of magnetic ordering on the photoemission and in-
verse photoemission is still controversial. In a series of
experiments, Jauch and Reehuis showed that the AFM
ordering can have a profound effect on the electronic
charge distribution, but only in some specific members
of the late TMO family37–39. For CoO and MnO, they
found a significant change between the PM and AFM
states, while for NiO there was almost no difference in
the distribution of electron density. In contrast, Shen et
al. found that the AFM ordering had no significant effect
on the electronic structure in CoO40. For NiO the situ-
ation is similarly controversial: Tjernberg et al.41 found
no significant change due to magnetic ordering, while the
recent experiment by Kuo et al.28 showed the develop-
ment of a new peak in the valence-band spectra upon
cooling, which was explained by the appearance of long-
range magnetic ordering. Previous LDA+DMFT studies
of TMOs 4–9,42 were focused on the PM phase, and the
effect of magnetic ordering on spectral properties was
largely ignored.

In this article, we thoroughly examine the difference
between the ordered and disordered magnetic configura-
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tions by investigating the spectral functions, densities of
state (DOS), and optical properties in both the PM and
AFM phases of TMOs, using the DFT-embedded-DMFT
(eDMFT) approach. This is a charge self-consistent vari-
ant of DFT+DMFT that includes exact double-counting
corrections between the two approaches, and is derived
from the stationary eDMFT functional43,44. We find that
the spectral function at the VBE changes significantly
near the Γ-point in all four TMOs, while the size of the
insulating gap remains unchanged across the transition.
We also find that the temperature dependence of the
VBE feature originates in the minority spin fluctuation
of the hybridized state between O-2p and TM 3d.

II. METHOD AND STRUCTURAL DETAILS

In DFT+eDMFT method43,44 we use LDA functional
in the LAPW basis set as implemented in WIEN2k49. To
solve the quantum impurity problem that is embedded
within the Dyson equation for the solid, the continuous
time quantum Monte Carlo method50 is used, to obtain
the local self-energy for the TM d orbitals. We then ana-
lytically continue the self-energy with maximum entropy
method from the imaginary to the real axis, continuing
the local cumulant function, to obtain the partial den-
sity of states. A fine k-point mesh of at least 10× 10 ×
10 k-points in Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid and at least
100 million Monte Carlo steps for each iteration are used
for the AFM phase of the TMO at T=300K for either
PM or AFM phase. The Coulomb interaction U and
Hund’s coupling JH are computed by the self-consistent
constrained-eDMFT method, with the estimated value
10 eV and 1 eV in all four TMOs respectively. All calcula-
tions are performed at 300K on the experimental crystal
structures, which are obtained from Ref.16. The lattice
constants are a=4.445 Å51, 4.334 Å52, 4.254 Å53, and
4.171 Å54, for MnO, FeO, CoO, and NiO respectively.
To investigate either AFM or PM state, we consider the
low-temperature structure with AFM-II magnetic order-
ing along [111] direction55, which results in the rhombo-
hedral (R3m) symmetry, with two transition metal ions
in the unit cell.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Density of States

In Fig. 1(a-d) we describe eDMFT computed total
DOS at 300K for both PM and AFM phases of TMOs.
We notice in passing that the temperature dependence
of the theoretical spectra within the same phase (PM
or AFM) is very weak, and the large change is seen
only when we cross the phase boundary. The DOS is
compared with the experimental photoemission (PES)
and inverse-photoemission (IPES), which were performed

at 300K for MnO, NiO, CoO, and FeO, and are ob-
tained from Refs.45–48, respectively. As the experimental
PES/IPES have the arbitrary unit, we normalize them to
align with the computed DOS. We label the experimental
PES/IPES with their phase in which the measurement
was taken (PM or AFM) and notice that the experimen-
tal TN for MnO, FeO, CoO, and NiO are 122K, 192K,
290K, and 523K, respectively. Therefore, except for NiO,
all PES/IPES at room temperature were performed in
the PM phase.

As we did not account for the matrix element effect
in PES/IPES processes, we can not expect a very pre-
cise match between the peak intensities of the theoretical
DOS and PES/IPES, but we rather concentrate on the
peak positions and overall weight distribution.

Overall, eDMFT shows a very good agreement with
the PES/IPES peak positions (Fig. 1a-d), except for
FeO. This is likely because FeO crystals tend to be
non-stoichiometric57, hence their IPES spectra is likely
shifted down for approximately 2 eV. Such a simple shift
of IPES would greatly improve the agreement between
the theory and experiment. A detail head-to-head com-
parisons with experimental PES/IPES and the computed
DOS in the AFM phase of the TMOs are described in a
separate paper21.

From Fig. 1(a-d) we find that theoretically, the in-
sulating charge gap for all TMOs remains almost un-
changed across the PM to AFM transition. However,
a few differences in the local spectra are noticed: i) In
NiO, and CoO the first peak in the valence band, i.e.,
VBE splits into two when going from the PM to AFM
phase, while in MnO and FeO the same peak just sharp-
ens and strengthens in the AFM phase. ii) The first
unoccupied state appears as a very sharp band in mo-
mentum resolved spectra in either phase (see Fig. 1e-l),
while it appears as a small shoulder, weakly increasing
with increasing energy. Our analysis shows that it is of
TM 4s character, and is weakly temperature-dependent.
The first unoccupied state appears as a very sharp band
in the momentum resolved spectra in either phase (see
Fig. 1e-l), consisting of TM 4s character, and found to
be weakly temperature-dependent. iii) In contrast, the
next unoccupied state (peak around 4eV in FeO, CoO,
and 3eV or 5eV in NiO or MnO) is mostly of TM 3d
character, and it considerably sharpens in AFM phase in
all TMOs except for NiO.

We notice that DFT+DMFT with a popular fully lo-
calized (FLL) double-counting scheme58 compares poorly
with the experiment (Fig. 2); the inverse photoemission
peak, which appears to be much sharper in FLL double
counting, is almost 0.5 eV underestimated when com-
pared to the exact double counting. Although various
alternative approaches, such as the self-interaction cor-
rected DFT+DMFT59 or GW+DMFT60 were recently
shown to improve the spectra, we show here that the
exact-double-counting61 gives similar agreement with ex-
periment, and places the VBE properly, and at the same
time gives a sizable insulating gap, which compares well
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Total density of states (states/eV) as computed in eDMFT for (a) MnO, (b)NiO, (c) FeO, and (d)CoO.
Blue dots indicate photoemission and inverse photoemission data in arbitrary unit as obtained from Ref45–48 for MnO, NiO,
CoO, and FeO respectively. eDMFT computed spectral functions for corresponding compounds in the antiferromagnetic (AFM)
(left: e-h) and paramagnetic (PM) (right: i-l) phases.

with the experimental PES/IPES.

B. Spectral function

Fig. 1e-l show momentum resolved spectral functions
in the AFM (left) and PM (right) phase for all four
TMOs. The spectral functions in the PM phase are more
diffusive or incoherent as compared to AFM phase be-
cause the fluctuating magnetic moment can not be de-
scribed in terms of Bloch bands, while the AFM phase
is much more mean-field like, and is well described in

the band picture. We notice that the spectral function
of MnO in AFM phase is much sharper than the others,
because the entire fluctuating moment of 5/2 orders in
MnO, hence the system is orbitally a singlet, which makes
the system more mean-field-like and less correlated. We
also notice that the most significant change in the peak
dispersion is along Z-Γ-X direction, where the VBE has
a maximum at the Γ point in the PM phase, while it has
a minimum in AFM phase of MnO and NiO. In FeO and
CoO, the VBE becomes essentially momentum indepen-
dent in the AFM phase, hence local to the single unit
cell. This flat band gives rise to a sharp peak in the oc-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison of density of states with
FLL and exact double counting (DC) in eDMFT for NiO in
the AFM phase.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Influence of long-range magnetic
ordering in the eDMFT computed spectral function (green)
of the first valence state, which is commonly associated as
the Zhang-Rice state. Red dots are the experimental ARPES
data by Shen et al. in NiO (up) and CoO (down) for AFM
(left) and PM (right) phase respectively, which are reproduced
from Ref.56 and Ref.40 for NiO and CoO. White arrows show
the change of the VBE in two phases.

cupied DOS near EF . Such a flat band is also observed
in GW calculation done on top of hybrid functional12,
however not found by DFT+U method. It is notewor-
thy to mention that we do not find the spectral weight
to vanish near the Γ point in either PM or AFM phase,
which was previously predicted for some cuprates4, but
later assigned to the matrix element effects62,63.

C. Comparison with experiments

Next, we compare eDMFT computed spectral func-
tions for both AFM and PM phases with experimental
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) eDMFT computed total 3-d
density of states (DOS) per atom and comparison with ex-
periment for NiO. The experimental data are obtained from
Ref.28. (b) Computed partial DOS of O-2p (in gray) and 3d
orbitals and (c) eDMFT hybridization function for the major-
ity (up) and minority (down) components of spin for eg orbital
shown in solid blue and black lines respectively in NiO for the
AFM phase; same quantities in the PM phase are shown in red
dotted lines. The inset shows zoomed-in hybridization func-
tion as computed with DFT (green) and eDMFT (black) for
minority spin in Ni-eg. Blue dotted lines indicate the Fermi
level(EF ). The EF in DFT plot is shifted within the gap for
clarity.

ARPES spectra, which were obtained at room tempera-
ture for NiO and CoO 40,56, the only two (out of four)
compounds for which the ARPES data are available in
the literature. As the position of the chemical potential
in the insulating gap at low-T is arbitrary, we vertically
align the theoretical spectra to best match with ARPES
spectra at the Γ point. In both NiO and CoO, we notice
two types of states - at the top is the narrow VBE band
of mostly 3d-character, and deeper below EF are several
more dispersing bands of mostly O-2p character.

In NiO, VBE is very weak in the PM phase and dis-
persing downward from Γ to X (white arrow in Fig. 3b),
while it is dispersing upward around Γ in the AFM phase,
and is much stronger. The experimental ARPES spec-
tra were taken in the AFM phase and clearly matches
much better with theoretical AFM calculation, as the
VBE state is clearly resolved and is dispersing up from Γ
point, similar to the computed eDMFT spectra. An addi-
tional extremely weak spectrum was observed for the up-
permost valence band (not shown here), which was only
noticed for selected photon energies and certain emission
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FIG. 5. (Color online) eDMFT computed partial density of states (PDOS) per atom (top two panels) and hybridization
function (Im∆) for the majority or up (minority or down) components of spin in the AFM phase shown in solid blue (black)
lines respectively for (a-c) MnO, (d-f) NiO, (g-h) FeO, and (i-l) CoO. Similar quantities for the PM phase are also shown for
eg (red) and t2g (pink) orbitals.

angles in the ARPES experiment5,56. The uncertainties
of this spectrum were discussed in Ref.5,56.

For CoO (Fig. 3c-d), theory predicts that VBE splits
into two peaks in the AFM phase (see white arrow),
which has not been detected in ARPES, as the exper-
iment is performed above the Neel temperature. The
agreement with experiment is good only when we con-
sider the PM state, as compatible with measurement.
As a consequence, the eDMFT theory predicts that the
ARPES experiment in the AFM phase should see an ad-
ditional flat band between VBE and oxygen 2p bands.

While NiO ARPES data are available only in the AFM
phase, the integrated PES was recently measured in both
PM and AFM phase28, and a profound enhancement
of the VBE peak intensity was observed upon cooling
through the phase transition. To enhance this difference
across the transition, we plot in Fig. 4a the partial 3d-
DOS in both phases, and compare it with the PES from
Ref.28. It is clear from Fig. 4a that the intensity of VBE
considerably sharpens in the AFM phase in both exper-
iment and theory. The splitting of the VBE is however
not observed in the experiment.
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D. Hybridization

To gain further insights into the VBE splitting in the
AFM phase of NiO, we resolve the partial DOS into spin-
majority (up) and spin-minority (dn) contribution in Fig.
4b. We notice that the first VBE peaks come from spin-
minority (in black), and the second from the majority
component (in blue). The latter is centered close to the
PM peak (in red), while the minority peak is the first
excitation in the AFM phase. We notice that VBE peak
has a substantial admixture of oxygen-p DOS, hence it
is a hybrid of the 3d and O-2p orbital. To better un-
derstand the role of hybridization between oxygen-p and
3d orbitals, we display in Fig. 4c (Fig. S3) the eDMFT
hybridization function in both PM and AFM phases for
NiO (all four TMOs). In Fig. 5 we describe the PDOS
for oxygen-2p and TM 3d for both PM and AFM phases
for all four TMOs, together with their hybridization func-
tions for the majority/up (minority/down) components
of spin in the AFM phase in solid blue (black) lines re-
spectively for (a-c) MnO, (d-f) NiO, (g-i) FeO, and (j-l)
CoO; similar quantities for the PM phase are also shown
for eg (red) and t2g orbitals (pink).

From Fig. 4 and 5, we notice that hybridization at
the VBE is relatively small in the PM phase as well as
in the AFM phase for the spin-majority channel. This
could be explained by the difficulty of screening a large
magnetic moment of the majority component by itinerant
states, such as oxygen p-bands, an effect noticed early on
by R. Schrieffer66 in the context of Kondo effect. How-
ever, quantum fluctuations of the spin-minority states
are usually larger than that for more mean-field like ma-
jority component. Therefore, it is perhaps not surpris-
ing that the spin-minority hybridization develops a very
sharp peak at the energy of the VBE. This proves that

the VBE is due to very strong hybridization between TM
3d and 2p oxygen orbitals, however, its origin does not
need to be many-body in nature, such as the Zhang-Rice
type singlet/bound state. In the inset, we describe the
same hybridization function calculated on the DFT solu-
tion, which also shows a prominent peak near the VBE.
Hence at least part of this strong hybridization is due to
enhanced hopping described in the single-particle theo-
ries, however, the many-body effects contained in DMFT
do sharpen the VBE peak, and make more well defined
in energy. At the same time, the momentum resolved
spectral function shows that the momentum dependence
of the VBE state is much weaker, therefore, this state be-
comes more local to a single unit cell. So we can conclude
that the many-body effects make this 3d-2p hybridized
state longer-lived and more localized within the single
unit cell.

E. Optical Absorption Coefficient

Optical absorption measurements are easier to per-
form on such large gap insulators than ARPES measure-
ments, it is therefore interesting to check if the effects
of long-range order can be seen by optics. To compute
the absorption coefficient within eDMFT, we obtain the
imaginary part of the dielectric function from the real
part for the optical conductivity and then perform the
Kramers-Kronig (KK) operations. Fig. 6 describes the
the absorption coefficients within eDMFT for both PM
and AFM phases. For NiO and CoO, the experimental
absorption coefficients are extracted from Powell et.al.64,
which were obtained from the measured reflectively spec-
tra. For MnO, the optical spectra is extracted from figure
in Röld et al.12, where the measurements by Ksendzov et
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al.65 were reproduced. The original data for MnO are not
currently accessible and reliable data for stoichiometric
FeO are not available. We notice that the difference be-
tween the PM and AFM state is very small, and hence
the effects of the long-range order would be hard to find
by optical experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we find the most significant changes
across the magnetic phase transition in TMOs are in
the momentum resolved spectral functions, while these
changes are insignificant in optical absorption, as the size
of the charge gap remains unchanged. The spectral func-
tion is very incoherent in the PM phase, but sharpens
into quite well-defined bands in the AFM phase. The
strongest change across the transition is found at the
VBE, which is commonly associated with the Zhang-Rice
singlet state, as it comes from strong hybridization be-
tween oxygen-p and transition metal 3d orbitals. This
VBE state appears as a relatively weak photoemission
peak in the PM phase, but strengthens in the AFM

phase only in the minority spin channel, which is sub-
ject to stronger fluctuations. We point out that similar
hybridized VBE state also appear in the DFT single-
particle description of the AFM phase. Hence, its ori-
gin is not purely many-body in nature. However, in the
eDMFT description, this state acquires a stronger inten-
sity, a well-defined energy, and an extremely flat momen-
tum dispersion.
Note - While preparing this manuscript we became

aware of a recent arXiv article67 in which a similar VBE
peak splitting in the AFM phase of NiO is described us-
ing a GW+DMFT approach.
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